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Columnists discuss being lonely, respect for
basketball and a cynical search for heroes

San Jose Giants lose opener, bounce back
and take final three against High Desert
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Hair-raising loss

One of the problems professors face is the lack of classroom
participation by international
students. O’Neill said.
O’Neill explained some reasons fiur the students’ lack of
participation.
"North American communication style. is like a game of pingsaid. "Some
interntional students aren’t
used to that style."
She said in the American
style of communication there are
twiny li:.ck-and-forth exchanges.
number of international
students corm from culture’s
where it is considered rude to
interrupt it speaker with a question or with an opinion befbre he
finch -ii speaking, O’Neill said.
Sally Yang, a graduate student from Taiwan majoring in
Information
Library
and
Science, said that is changing in
her country.
.we Global, page 6
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expected at all,- said Kristen
Younger, a high school senior
from San Diego.
additi..II to fOod and entertainment, the open house event
pr..vided CanlinIS Ilan’ student
housing tours, allowed visitors
to sit in on classes and attend
academic presentations
-I didn’t want to come here
the tirst day of classes and not
know when’ anything is." Buck
said
Laurie
Younger
and
Nachand, ;unit or San Diego
lorli school senior, have both
1.. .en accepted tn 5.151’ and said
the tour clinched their decision
to attend. After an hour-long
dorm
tour,
and
Ycionger
Nachand sat in on a human sexuality class, which they said was
limited to a mild film and
attended two iicademic
tilt Ions

liii ’V .11EIWI’d us everything,I toil Said. -Thi, orientations
,sce Showcase, page 8
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San Jose Clash forward Lawrence Lozzano tries to protect the
ball from a Dallas Burn player in the first half of Sic 1 -iv s game

The Clash lost the game, which ended in a shoot out,
See related story on page 4.

Political science class makes grade at VTA meeting
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hi, presented policy rt.coniniendat ions to the Valley
Transit Authority .VTAI at its
Thursday’s nieeting
is erything Can lit’ changed,"
Science’ inaior Ben
Gonzales said "N.ithing is set in
stone. Pe..ple don’t realize. this"
Ile said it,. ..v..ry, me’s responsibility to learn how to interact

with the government to make
changes in undesirable p.ilicies
rather than just complain about
them.
Gonzales was one nt hair
members of the class team who
picked VTA to research and
explain its responsibilities and
jurisdiction to the class as a
whole. the first phase of his

gioups plit-, t
t;,,nial.., -..iiil Ow -..cond
plias. of the team protect w..is
attending the l-r.v, ...ling .ind
pre,enting poll, 11 ...111111,11,1,1
tions to the agencx
Cona Friiii a11o111,1 te.iiii
member. . phin, .1 ih, i...itti’s
choice of VTA f.,i it- puI.,I

Silicon Vall, is ilr.0 im. rapidly
and thi transportation u,,,,1-. to
grow is tilt it.’ said Frizz’
sit, ,omi tilt. group also chose
\-1.,.

III1’;111,1. It \V.1$ ,I raltIVoly

new .n..,ency iind the group
thought it would be. interesting
to research it, growth over the
period ot as existence
The v-E\ ...ts cr. ate.1 in 1976

by the. Santa Clara t’ounty
Board of Supervisors, iccording
to the \,-TA web page. It split
from the county in 1995 and
merged with the t’ongestiem
Management Agency
The group’s p.ilicy reconi numdations were extending the Ray
Area Rapid Transit ifiART1 to
See VTA, page 6

Forums held for deans of education, sciences
By l’yette Anna l’rejo
staff Vi ritt

I hi,. Rthl
huh
Dr. Robert lbarra explains his research of testing procedures at an
open forum treeing. lbarra is one of six finalists for the position of
dean of the College of Education.
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fitrunis
Wednesday for finalists vying for
the position of dean of the
College of Sciences and the
College of Education at San Jose
State University
alwm,s has.. open forums
for college dean searches and few
asso,iate. vice president search
saal Vert’ Phillips executive’
assistant to the provost
According to Phillips, the
open fbrums ;ire held to allow
theise who attend the. oppeir
ty to gist’ their feedback about
the finalists Faculty, students.
superintendents and the cum-

munitv are all invited to attend
the forums that is ill be held
through Frida%
kut.iI for students to be
be a part
lure Students ha\ e
of the process
hobert
Marra. a finalist tor the dean if
the C..11..ge
.11 1..ii
feedback is important
Kathl,en
Professor in th. Di% ision of
Toacher Education agree,
Flier.’ in. unpin :owns tor
students tor the kind ot adminis
hay,’ ciii u.11111,11:, Sald
t rat
Densmore
Sill’ situ that it is inip.irtant
that students take part nit the
forums that ate heing held
because st intents can he Aleut ed

the dean She
by the actions
said there are many questions
that students should have for
th. ui dists
’What t
ot resources is he
going t,. ti, it bring to iair campus, to ow -todcnts" What is
does he
’hi, man., \
place hi,
said

against the qualifications need ed for the position.
Phillips said there are usually
two stages after the screening
process, both of which took place
in the present searches Tli..
committee’ compiled a list ot
applicants who best matched the
qualifications for the position
committee then conducted
Phillips -.11.i the searrhes to phone interviews for those on
fill both positions beran last fall
the list. From those interviewed,
Search committees consisting of the committee then narrowed
the list
tenured laciilt,. staff and stii
ApplicAnts
In the final stage, according
dent, 1%cre.
were asked to send iii itt tjipii
to Phillips. the finalists are invitcati.m. a letter and a curriculum ed tee the campus where they
sita, is
is similar to a meet with a variety of con
resome
committee then
s.a.e. lied
See Forum, ini,a;
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Only the lonely:
simple changes
relieve distress
cure for loneliThe
ness may be ithund
by changing your
en\ ironment. It is as
easy as that, according
to a New Student Study
conducted at UCLA
back in 1979. I believe
the study can still help a
lonely San Jose State
student
University
today.
The study showed
that students who overcame their loneliness
had higher expectations
for future relationships. Students who did
ni it. lowered their initial goals for desired
relationships. The research also reported that
the chronic;illy lonely believed that their loneliness was their own fault. They blamed it on
undesirable or unchangeable aspects of their
persomilities They ignored environmental
hectors. such as large competitive classes or
living in an impersonal dormitory, that may
have prevented them from forming human
relationships.
Once students recognized these factors,
they could expend their energies more successfully by changing their class schedules or
in, wing to a more congenial residence.
Making a few changes like these, rather than
wishing hir ;i personality overhaul, may be
the ticket out if a lonely education.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, director if student counseling. sale! SJS1 doesn’t compile statistics on
the number of lonely students on campus, but
estimates th;et every other person on campus
is lonely.
"Loneliness is an effect," Sivertsen said.
"Some say loneliness happens because you
d,’n’t have a relationship, and you don’t have
a relationship because of a, b and c."
Some psychohigists believe that loneliness
causes students to drop out of college before
their junior year. Others say lonely people
relate their loneliness to the world through
dramatic expression A good example is
Vincent van Gogh. the 19th century artist
famous ha- paintings if solitary figures and
;ilienated outcasts. who cut his own ear off fbr
a beloved prostitute, according to Sivertsen.
"’You sm. a lot of students in campus who
are. inward people and are lonely," Sivertsen
said. "Any way people can sublimate their
feelings int() positive ways, they’reahend uI
the game."
It was van Gogh who said, "How rich in
beauty art is: if one can only remember what
one has seen, he. is never empty or truly lonely, never ;done "
Author Albert J. Lubin explains this vision
in "Loneliness. Creativity and van Gogh" as a
means by which ;in outsider can carry on a
relationship with other people. even if at a
distance and largely in lant;my "Facets of van
Gugh’s creative processes grew’ out of loneliness and ndated mental states," according to
Lubin.
Some artists may believe loneliness to be a
virtue. hut when being alone translates into
proliinged suffering, it’s time to seek help.
Cmdv Scarherrv is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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Bring on real heroes: wherever they are
mother told am the other day
Mythat I’m sassy. I guess that’s
what I get for letting her read
my columns, but her recent comment
made nu. wonder why I have. this sarcastic streak.
I’m sure it his something to do with
being brought up in a home when. the
operative phrase at the dinner table
with my five siblings was "children are
meant to be seen and not heard."
That would explain the need I have
acquired as an adult bi vemt and why my
brothers and sisters and I enjoy verbal
swordplay at family gatherings. but
what causes the smart-alecky viewpoint
in much of what I write?
After a long i maybe. 20 minutes) and serious i I
tried, anyway , inner debate, I’ve decided it’s
because I have Ill , heroes, no bigger-than -life men
or women in public life who inspire me to be a better person. Therefiire, I iim cynical ;mel not to be
trusted or do I mean I lock trust? Whatever
I have no person in my mind to whom I can refer
when I want to admire him or her or chart a similar lifi.’s coo rsp fir myself
Thus, I ;en) compelled to complain when I read or
hear about the antics of’ our so-called American
heroes. "Oh, bother," as Pooh would say.
In a sad way, I think Americans have few real
heroes, it least in the. public eye, of whom most of
us are aware. It seems that sports figure’s who
make gazillions of dollars, politicians who spend
gazillions of’ dollars and movie stars who get gazillions of’ dollars for working for studios that earn
gazillions of dollars are the. only "heroes" we’ve got
to choose. from.
I’ve. become cynical, doubtful that these people
will ever become my true heroes because practically all I ever learn about them is negative., less than
worthy of heroism.
At least, that’s what it seems like. When was the
last time you SW II genuine hero giv1.11 more than
passing coverage anywhere in the media, someone
other than those I just mentioned?
I guess I have to explain what I no ’an by "genuine hero," don’t I? I’m talking about people who

live exemplary lives despite what temptations and obstacles come their way.
I mean people. who are honest in their
dealings with their fidlow men and
women; people who don’t cheat on their
spouses or abandon their children for
that pie-in -the-sky life they think
they’re going to die. without.
I’m talking about people who do the
right thing, no matter how hard it is,
without expecting to be rewarded. You
know: people who sacrifice their time,
(Well their lives, fiir the well-being of
others, often experiencing a spiritual
rebirth or affirmiition in the process.
People like the groups of doctors who
donate their time and money ;end talents to fly to
perfiirm life-saving
Third World countries
,ppntt ions on children who would otherwise die or
be shunned by their own societies.
Peoph like the families who raise puppies for
blind and physically disabled persons, then give
the dogs up %%lien they are. ready to be trained so
someone. else will have the best companion and
helper they could ever ask for, fin- free.
People like those who volunteer to take meals to
the elderly and sick who would otherwise do without, people you’d he proud to count as your friends.
These an. the true. heroes, people who just keep
doing whit, ve T it takes, hir whonnver needs it,
with nothing more than the satishect ion of a job
well done. (Not a bad tradp-off, if’ you ask me’)
I know in my heart they are out there, waiting
to be discovered, quiet in their dedicated lives and
the. ls.st this country has to offer the world and the
universe.
I know a fi.w people like. that already; they .just
don’t get, or seek, recognition in a public forum.
And in a way, it’s too bad. We all need their stories
to inspire. us and build our confidence in the
human race and the American society.
Maybe that’s what I need to do someday: offeT
the world a picture of as many true heroes as I can
find. I don’t know if’ it will cure my cynicism, but it’s
worth a try.
But don’t worry, I won’t hold my sarcastic tongue
fin- too long.
Lots Ienhins is the Spartan Daily opinion editor
Her column appears every Monday.

College basketball
players keep game
honest and alive
During the past
month, I got hooked
on March Madness,
The 64-team NCAA basketball tournament was
so exciting I had to watch
every game past the.
sweet 16. I had no
favorites because. nicest of
my picks got upset early.
In the long run, being
neutral was a good thing
because I got to enjoy the
good team, fundamentally sound basketball that
I’ve been missing for a
long time.
The answer why I’ve been deprived of good
basketball is simple: I’ve been watching the.
NBA, neglecting the greatness of college basketball. Compared with the NCAA, the. NBA
teams have no structure., discipline or players
with heart.
Sure, the NBA has the better athletes physically. But the. players don’t play as well within a team. Then. hasn’t been a good te.am rivalry since. the Lakers/Celtics matchup of the.
’80s.
This is partially because players egos are)
too big to handle., Wouldn’t your ego inflate. if
you got paid millions ;it a young age, had your
own shoes ;Ind peu ,ple. thought of you ;es one
step below God, Bouldah, Allah or whomever
people worship? }ley. Jesus never had his own
shoes.
Couple this with players having more job
security and earning higher salaries than
coaches and anyonV can read between the
lines and see that NliA players don’t have to
respect their coaches.
IA4’s put this in perspective.: If you get
not earn enough meiney, your boss is weak
and your butt is kissed constantly, then it
might go to your head. I know that if I got
enough money and power I would probably
lose the. passion for hard work, listening to
people’ and playing games, too.
The reason college basketball is SI i great is
that they ph my for the. team. The players don’t
get paid. And most of them (lon’t even make it
they love th e
gintoinut,hv NBA They play ill
In fact, with the exception of NBA farm
teams North Carolina, Arizona ;end Kansas,
then. were no marquee players in the te amnia mein The people getting most of the ;Mention
were the. coaches: ITtah’s Hick Majerus,
Kentucky’s Tubby Smith and Rheide Island’s
Jim Ilarrick. The coaches were. the meson this
year’s tournament was so great.
Teams don’t naturally box -out for rebounds
like) lItah does; it takes good coaching. Smith’s
usage. of his deep bench was the reason his
team won the championship. Ile made t he.
right substitutions to get his team back into
the game after the. largest halftime deficit in
tournament history. The. coaches are I he.
hunies in college basket kill.
The NBA needs to go back to ci llege. and
learn how to play and respect the game. before
it’s too late.
John Meyer is a Spartan Daily senior sluff o .ri ter

SJSU director of athletics hustles along the path to glory
Bray’, Chock Be dl The new direcL t,ir if it itt ICS flit’ San JOSE. State‘
’nivi.rsay has only been in office. one
month and we have :dready seen divoh.nds
It is apparent that Bell is going to
die everything in his power to help
put the Spartans on the N( ’AA map.
It looks is though he is determined to
have. :ethletes know the way to San
Jose..
First, he landed new basketball
coach Phil Johnson.
Johnson was the assistant coach of
last year’s National Champion
Arizona Wildcats. Johnson helped
coach players like Miles Simon, Mike’
Bibby and Michael Dickerson, an
experience that can do nothing but
help a Spartan program which was

woeful at best
this season.
Johnson’s
presence
will
help not only by
the fact that he. knows what it takes
to win, but in the recruiting department as well.
Second, Bell inked three -time
Olympic gold medalist Pablo Morales
to coach the. women’s swim team.
That definitely won’t be haul for
recruiting. Morales, much like
Johnson, will bring the, "I know what
it takes to be a winner" attitude. to
Spartan athletics.
But we have to ask, "Why stop
there?"
With all due. respect to the. current
coaches at SJSU, we) have come up

with a wish list
for Bell.
Football
SISU ;elm-onus
11111 Walsh is currently unemployed and, heaven
knows, he does great things in the
Bay Area. But if Walsh is busy with
that other team, pill RDOW,till’
we suggest someone like John
Madden or Joe Gibbs. Who needs
comfy TV i ibs when the. Spartans
come calling?
Baseball - Tommy Lasorda is the
first name that conn.s to mind. We
know he’s a dreaded Dodger, but
since. Major League Baseball is too
stupid to offer him the commissioner’s job, we) think he. would do just
fine.. A second option would be. anoth

EDITORIAL

e.r
alumnus, Fred Clain.. With
the takeover of the Dodgers by Fox,
(7laire shim Id expect to recesive the ax
anyt
Tennis -- Billy Jean King. She’s a
Bay Area kind of woman, and anyone
who could put it whoopin’ on Bobby
Biggs is good enough for us.
Gymnastics Mary Lou Retton.
She’s a gold medalist and perky to
boot (;ood enough En- us.
Track
Field Tommy Smith
or any one of the 1968 Olympic athlete’s could bring c fire and spirit to
S.ISIT track.
We. know we’re dreaming, hut with
the way Bell has impressed us so far,
who knows? These people might not
be so far-fetched.
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Americans expect too much from leaders
Tam writing in response to the
: I letter by Mitch Cartwright,
which was printed in the
Spartan Daily on March 12.
The major issue addressed in
:
Mr. Cartwright’s letter seems to
. be whether there is a right-wing
conspiracy behind the accusa: tions that are being made about
President Clinton, although he
also states that we should leave
: the president alone to do his job.
With the cliches and lapses of
logic in the letter, Cartwright
won’t convince anyone who did
: not agree to begin with.
The analogy of the president
as CEO and us as stockholders
is one that has become common
lately, even cliched. But it’s not
even remotely true. A CEO’s job
is to maximize profits and
increase market share. The purpose of the Constitution is "to
form a more perfect union,
establish justice, ensure domestic tranquility, provide for the
common defense, promote the
general welfare and secure the
blessings of liberty to ourselves
and our posterity."
The job of the president is to
"preserve, protect and defend
the Constitution," to be "commander in chief of the Army
and Mivy." and to see that the
"laws an faithfully executed.
It’s not just increasing wealth,
though we do tend to re-elect
those who had us in times of
prosperity.

To say we are in better shape
than we have been in for more
than 30 years is misleading.
Looking at long-term trends
shows an upward trend for
more than 60 years, with occasional bumps along the way.
Comparing time periods
shows that the longest recent
stretch of prosperity happened
in the 1960s, though the current
run is nearly as long. Of course,
we all hope the prosperity continues indefinitely.
What about the term "rightwing conspiracy?" A conspiracy
is "secret planning with others
to do something wrong." The
right wing is gleeful about every
skeleton that is unearthed in
but does
the White House
that make it a conspiracy? All
Carwright has proven is that
the right wing does not like
Clinton.
Presidents Reagan and Bush
were attacked from the left. We
call this "politics as usual." Only
now, we appoint special 1 051’
cutors to investigate everything.
This is where I think most
Americans would agree with
Cartwright. Ile Says, "I’m sick of
all the hiss over President
Clinton’s personal life ... let the
president
back to work on
the Unpin ant issues that affect
our lives
I’d add this. itien our lead
ers have ;i certain personalih

type
charismatic, secure in
their own abilities and world
views, able to jump quickly in
whatever direction is necessary
to survive and/or prosper. I’ve
known sonu. men with these
qualities. Too often they $eem to
have a problem "keeping their
hands off the ladies."
The reputations of’ leaders
like John E Kennedy, Lyndon
Johnson and Martin Luther
King Jr., have been tarnished in
recent years by revelations of
"womanizing."
But do we remember them
this way, or as men who led us
through tough times? We’d like
to have leaders who are not only
confident, secure and charismatic, but who an. also morally
upright, of the highest integrity
and who have respect for all
people. But can one person have
all these qualities’?
We have to ask ourselves
what we want most. For a husband, I’d avoid those men who
"can’t keep their hands off the
ladies." For a pastor, I’d put
"morally upright and of the
highest personal integrity- at
the top of my list. But to lead
the free world, maybe "confident, secure and able to quicklv
donedecide what needs to
are a little mon important.

wi. %%ailed for emergencv
personnel t arrive, the nevspiiper photographers continued.
front every angle, to click avay.
One stopped to ask, "Do you
know what happeried?- All of
us refused to answer him, simply because of the person’s
right to privacy
’[’hi’ photographer vas asked
I,, leave, ami did or a ’few Sf‘c
OIHIS

At last the paramedic’s
arm 441 IlIld began to administer
midical treatment.
In the meantime, the photog
rapher hail returned with cam-

PHILOSOPHY 1)F.PARTMENT
Colloquium series Prot Stan
Gtollovitch from Lincoln University
N., Zealand. "Things Change, Sc,
\Vintner SustainalultO
at 4 p.m
it. Faculty Ill II,,. Building. Room
lull For Dune ill101111:1Iltfel. call
pod’ Williamson at ,40hi, 924.1317

era in hand and leady to go at it
again.
)l,vjuiusiv. this unconscious
person had no say in his right to
privacy.
I spoke up. louder
thati loud. -I.:xi-use me. don’t ii
already have enourli pictures"
Why (14 In ’t ymi
in
de-erve his
Ihiesn’t
right to privacy"’
I ain disgusted sit Ii the San
.lost lState
Spartan
i’ydaD
iii iii I c.ourselt a iiiv.spa!HT.’
,-1.,

p.m in the Ih’ittilquott
Library North, Room 408 and Clark
Library lobby. Donations welcome
For more information, call the
ACqUiSitiOlIS Department at 408 t
924-2705.
NUTRITION AND FOOD
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Percent body fat testing with
bioelectrical impedance Tuesday
- 2 p.m. in
and Wesnesday from
the Central (.71assroom Building,
Rotnn 103. For more IRformation,
call Jill Christensen at ,408t 9243110

Support group from 12 :10 1:20
p in in the Administration
Building. Room 201 For more
information. call Lynne at ,4081
924-5950

SAN JOSE HILLEI.
Jewish games at 6.30 p m. at
213 S 12th St For more information. call Aaron Forkash at t4014,
289-9957

SAN JOSE 1111.1.E1,
Mani Sandler movie night at
7 30 p in in the Student Union. For
more intormation. call t40812599957

SCII001. OF ART AND DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a 01
4 p ru in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies For
more information. call Brendan at
I 4084 924-4330
Tuesday night lecture series:
Daniel .1 Martine, 111111t11111411:1
:artist front I. A !ruin 5 fi p in in
the Art Iinilding Itnoin 133 For
more Infortn.itinn ,11 Andy at
-I)1S, 921 -1320
Student Galleries’ Art
Receptions from Ii 0, in in the
Art Building/Indo,trial Stildies
FOt MA, int.,rinat ion c.111 tirt.1111:111
921 1.1:1()
at

SICI1001. OF ART AND IDESIGN
(I.111t/einn. Art Shows
nolo In hi ill - .1 it ii iii the Art
Boiltling/Indoso !al Studies For
1111,11111:111,Al. call 1414.11(1;111 at

BUY
RECYCLED.

, 111)-1

921

1130
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N11’1111114
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,1)101.11 CAMPUS MINISTRY
1/saily Mass trtnit 12 10 12 35
A1 1M11 A1111 San Carlos
p 111
street- .11 I,__ Itoto tioi
Pqa.a.tt and tfisciassiont "Th..
0 Aliote
I,is
’n
tiiie
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.11

For 1111111,
1,,-

IASI< %HY
1)//gt.1//// a.e.k
1.11.,i1.1,
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UNIVERSITY eRADUATF. STUDIES
COMMITTF:F:
AND RESF:ARI
The 19th Annual
h Forum front 12 2 p in in
the Engtneering Budding Room,
2k5’2,; 11,10)011M 114,1,1 111
tli/I1 11 it 11 a 1,,,A10.1 lori
Fur more
information call ’heir] Caroni at
14051 92.1-1.129

Wednesday

& SALF:S (’NIT
tit,

BALLROOM DANCE CLUB
Bolero lesson at 8 p m. followed
by open dancing front 9 - 10 p.m in
SPX 89. For more information, call
’4081 924 -SPIN.

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Colloquium series. Prof. Fred
Dretske of Stanford University.
-Norms and the Mental" at 4 p ni
at the University Club, corner of
Eighth and San Salvador street,
For more information, call Prof.
Williamson at t408t 924-1317.
M.E.CILA
Meeting to discuss femenisino
:And machismo at 2 30 p m. at tio
Chicano Resource Center.
MIS CIA’S MEETING
Guest speaker Lam Truong.
CIO of 1.51 Logic will talk about
"Management Challenges. Is
outsourcing an Alternative For
more intormatton. call Tiffain, it
./IDS / 455-0509
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM
firoWt1 bag lunch Ilrogrant.
"Connecting With Your KIR:dull10A,..101.d Ity Kathie Burnett.
career cot111,..1,0- 11-0111 12 - 1 30
p m in the Student Cnion’s
Pacheco Itoom For more Infortrat
11,1

tw
ff.!,

1,1

1,11 S11,111 Clair .it

10S, 92.1

r,964;
S

1610

.11141 tt tAllitAl 1,

Anthony Yuen, at 730 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call David at
’4081265-7442.

CAREER CENTER
On (7ampus Recruitment Fair
from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom. For numr
information, call the Career
Resource Center at 14051 924-6034.

RS-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM

Tuesday
Theresa Rieve
business/acci a nit itug

Student supports victim’s right to privacy
IX Then do you, Spartan Daily,
V V draw the line’? A person
who is "down" and not clearly
conscious - - doesn’t he or she
have a right to privacy?
On March 31, I witnessed a
young man collapse due to a
"diabetic- seizure.
Campus police were phoned
and within minutes they
arrived
so did the Spartan
Daily photographers.
We asked them who Hwy
were and they responded. "We
are from the Spartan nes,%
per-

it.to - I

Today
CAI-1101.1C CAMP( S MINISTRY
DailV Neht,s from 12 10 12 35
p ni at :100 S 10th St . tarlosS front
Ii e dill Ins For more information,
call (hinny at , Whir 93ht 1610

c.v.’.
For Clioxiiitf

Jost: Ho

at 5 p ni
tt 2135 12 St For noire information all A.11,11 Forka,11 at I40$
?
5157
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AMERII AN
CHRISTIAN FELLONSIIIP
Weekly mettIng

How Is
Your
Health?
Student Health Center
Cost

Q110tC

it-)1* the

ARRESTED

Day

Attit tkeite
covg
Eft
tol‘

Facing a bug fine or even Jaii
NPI‘11 /Inlp

1.014-

General Medicine - Sports Medicine - Women’s Health
Contraception Counseling - Dermatology - Pochatry
Allergy - Physical Therapy - Nutrition Counseling
Immunizations - Travel Medicine- Pharmacy
Mental Health Counseling - Laboratory- Radiology
NIV/PJOS Testing & Info Condone Co-Op
Neal* Education Counseling - CPR Training - More

Man invented language to satisfy his deep
need to complain.

Lily Tomlin, comedian
A
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Wednesday. April 22, 1998
from 4:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Tower Hall, Room 110
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We look forward to seeing you!

For a limited time, Herff Jones offers big
savings on our most popular college rings.
$40 Off 10K Gold $60 Off 14K Gold $120 Off 18K Gold

RSVP at 924-3069
20 students will be called back with a confirmation

See your Herff Jones reptesenfolne for deaths

ifNEUF JONES
* 0111( iiil San Jose State Ring Available exclusively at
Roberts Roolotore
1.iatorv Representatives from II AM i pin
today and tomorrow
BOOKSTORE I An Ated on Ihr corner of la" and Sian Carlos

This event is wheelchair accessible. If your attendance is
confirmed for this session and you will need a sign language interpreter, escorts or accommodations, please con
tact us at 924-1098.

Refreshments Available

MMIN./...

M.Jan.,/

........11.11116.

SPORTS
Crash and ’Burn’ for San Jose in loss
Moildav, April ti, 1998

D’backs win
first game,
beat Giants
’Ile expanP.: Al’
-pn Anzuna I liamondbacks won
tor the first time. in franchise,
history, ending a five -game los
mg streak wheii Andy Bent’s
pitched them past the Sim
Francisco Giants :1-2 Sunday
night.
Arizona’s win left Montreal
is the only winless team in the
majors Tampa Bay, baseball’s
other first -year club, is 4-2 in
the’ AL.
Bill :Mueller hit two home
runs tor the Giants. But the
Diamondbacks scored three
times in the first inning, and
Ben ’s 1-11 and three relievers
made, the early lead stand up.
Felix Rodriguez pitched the
ninth for his first major league,
save. stopping San Francisco’s
three -game winning streak. lie
struck out the first two batters,
and center fielder Devon NVInte.
made a running catch on Rey
Sanchez’s drive to it ’ftfor
the final out
Benes. who lust the opener to
Colorado, get Mr ti a shaky start
when Mueller lined the second
pitch of the game into the.
Giants’ right -field bullpen.
Arizona struck back in the
bottom iilthe first. Devon White
and
NVallit’d
singled. .lity
Travis Lee hit in IIBI
that tied it it I.
followed with
Nlat t
a Hoop hit down the. right -field
line that fell between second
baseman Jeff Kent and right
fielder Stan Javier, scoring
Shawn Estes I 0-1 walked
Yamil Benitez to load the. bases,
and Chris Jones grounded into a
double play that scored another
run.
The f hunts appeared to score
in the b ’art it. but instead (Tided
lip hitting line a bizarre &Mile
play With Barry Bonds on third,
1T Snow hit a one-out line
drive back at Belies.
The ball ricocheted If Beta’s’
right foot to Bell. iind the. shortstop threw to Lee at first Bonds,
thinking the, ball had hit the
ground, jogged home.
The umpires, however. ruled
the ball was caught. And when
Lee began to throw the hall
:mound the diamond. Williams
stepped em third base to double
up Bowls.
Mueller’s une-out homer in
the sixth pulled the Giants
within 3-2 After Bonds fouled
out. Hines v,alked Kent ilia!
Snow. but escaped further harm
when Benitez made a sliding
catch of Javier’s fly ball to left
field
Este- allowed three earned
runs and eight hits in 7 1 3
innings

Third shootout
defeat drops
Clash to 0-3

eerr-1741,

"tell V. tilel

The San Jose (lash lust not
only its third straight game., but
fOrward Eric Wynalda to an
injury as well.
In what has become a disturbing trend for the Clash, it lost in
a sheeetout :1-2 against the Dallas
Burn Sunday.
In it. shootout, a tie -breaking
procedure. each team has Ilyei
opportunities to score a goal during a une-un-une confrentation
with the. oppeising goal keeper.
The Clash and Burn both had
six opportunities to shoot when
they tied 2-2 after five shots in
the shootout.
The. loss at Stanford Stadium
drops the. Clash to 0-3 for the
seas( tn.
Wynalda was carried off the.
field after colliding with Burn
ti lie’
Garth Lagerwey after
Wynalda’s goal attempt was
blocked.
"I had my feat planted and the.
goal keeper rolled onto it ,Wynalda said. "It wasn’t his
fault. 1 was too close. X -rays of Eric’s left leg did not
show a break according to Rick
La Plante, director tel public and
media relations.
"Hi twever. he has suffi.red a
sprained ligament, the ligament
joining the tibia and fibula just
below the left knee.,- La Plante
said. "Pending magnetic reso
mince imaging i MR1, to be performed :Monday. Eric is eXpeCtt’d
tie miss three te four weeks
MRI is a noninvasive. hagnostic procedure that fruits te cress The e ’lash’s loss to the Burn
f011ows ,t 3-2 sheieteut less te the.
Colorado Rapids March 28 ,inch a

4-3 sheeteut loss to the Los
Angeles Galaxy. Nlierch 21.
’Flip game opened with a goal
within the. first five minutes by
Burn midfielder Ted Eck.
A Clash goal attempt by forturd Ronald Cerritos at the
mark. went e.k
left lied Vynalela followed \kith
a goal ;if 1:1 minutes to tie the
game. at elle
ehe reev WhI) gtivi’ us
there.**
flit’ 111,1,:t
Mit
Burn lleied reach David Der said
of
(Tish goalie David Kramer
saved a sheet frem Burn tierwierd

"uur midfield needs to keep
working behind the ball," Quinn
said
Lagenvey held the. Clash to
secenci-hall goal with five,
sieve ’s. three after a long geal
freni Clash midfielder Victor
Melia with seven minutes
remaining.
Mella’s goal tied the game at
two.
"It was a good individual
effort.- Qentium said of NIella’s
goal. "It was much like the. goal
he scored in Los Angeles. I wits
happy to see. it go in.Goaltending seemed to he a

Tenon. Suarez ivith three minutes remaining in the first half
tie keep the score tied.
The Bairn started Um second
half like it started the glum%
wit h a geal
Jast in Kreis, a Burn midi-1(4(1er. chipped the hall over
liranier’s head for a goal in the
first twit minutes (if the. half.
It wits Kreis’ first goal of the
year
Clash Head Coach Brian
Quinn. vhei switched Irian three.
defenders to four in the backfield, said the. team still had
defensive work to do,

National Merchandising Company seeks individuals
to work on Grocery and Drug Store Shelf Reset
Teams. No experience necessary. Day and Night
Shifts Available. We offer competitive wages, paid
training and mileage reimbursement. Insured,
reliable transportation a must.

1-800-228-2903 ext. 993
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Paves Construction, Redwood City,

Graniterech
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950775001

(408) 768-2201
www.grnitrock.com

711-2061
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Granite Rock is the leading supplier of construction building materials and heavy engineering construction in the San Francisco
and Monterey Bay areas.
Our 97 year commitment to quality excellence and customer satisfation has earned
us the nation’s top business award, the
Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award,
and California’s Governor’s Golden State
Quality Award.
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Project Engineer

Construction knowledge a plus.
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EXECUTIVE TEAM LEADER IN TRAINING
1-Inien..n

Invite 1998 graduates to meet with us at the
On Campus Recruitment Fair April 8, 1998

Automation Enginser
1 Aromas (new Watsonville), Requires ME/CE/ES and some
familiarity with ’’C" 8 PLC programming languages.

I ilt..11.1
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Concrete Sales Representative
Redwood City, Requires degree in Marketing or Business
Administration and strong communication and sales skills.

OHL
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Financial Analyst
Requires degree in Accounting,
Accounting MIS and/or Finance, strong business
writing and PC skills
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problem for the Clash. Kramer
totaled only two saves to the
Burn’s seven. The Burn had fbur
shots-on-goal and the Clash had
nine, this despite San Jose controlling the hall fin- 03 ped-cent of
the game.
San he
next game will also
be held at Stanford Stadium in
Pale Altm. its temporary home
while the field is enlarged
Spiertim Stadium.
The Chicago Fire will take on
the Clash April 11 at 2 p.m.
before San Jose gees on the road
to Dallas for a rematch against
the. Burn April 18.

Keep
your sights
on Target.

For immediate consideration, please call

GENEROUS COMPENSATION

VIP,

1r 1 1).JIR

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
PERMANENT, PART-TIME

1I

4

its third straigrr such loss. 3-2. In addition to losing the game, the
Clash lost the services of Wynalda with strained knee ligaments.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
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4,4

24.24.

Eric Wynalda of the San Jose Clash plays keep away from the
Dallas Burns Jorge Rodriguez. The Clash lost the game in a shootout,
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OF THEIR HERITAGE
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO BE AN EGG DONOR
IF YOU ARE 21-28YRS.
HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLE,
CALL STEPHANIE@FFC
Also Asian Donors Needed
1-800-939-6886
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SJ Giants take three from High Desert
By Mark Gomez
Staff Writer
After a 3-2 opening night loss
on Thursday to the High Desert
Mavericks, the San Jose Giants
have turned things around.
They won the final three
games of the four game series,
including a 3-1 victory Sunday at
San Jose Municipal Stadium.
San Jose is atop the California
League Valley Division.
The Giants, behind a solid
pitching effort from starter Joe
Nathan and four relievers, held
the Mavericks to just two hits
and one unearned run Sunday.
San Jose Manager Shane
Turner was pleased with the
series’ outcome, but more
relieved with getting most of his
roster some playing time.
"We established that we can
play well, and that we’re going to
be an aggressive team offensively," Turner said. "Everybody on
the staff, except our fifth starter,
got in the game. All their feet
have gotten wet. Hopefully the
first-game jitters are out of the
way."
Nathan’s performance was
outstanding. The right-hander
threw five innings, allowing no
hits while striking out eight batters.
He allowed only one runner to
reach base on a walk, who eventually scored on a throwing
error.
"I was just trying to get ahead
in the count and work my fastball," Nathan said. "I really didn’t feel like I had by best offspeed stuff, but my fastball carried me today."
Because it’s the opening
series, Turner has each of his
pitchers on a pitch count.
Once they throw a certain
number of pitches, they are
taken out of the game and
replaced by a relief pitcher.
Sunday. Nathan was scheduled
to throw 66 pitches and be taken
out, regardless of a no-hitter in
progress.
"I was surprised when I came
out, but it was no big deal,"

look Nal a GM of
125 I Mod Can Gel Yew
kids Mese Days

’Baseball
Oakland A’s vs.
Cleveland Indians
Oakland Coliseum
4/6 at 7:05 p.m.
4/8 at 12:15 p.m.
San Francisco Giants vs.
Houston Astros
3Com Park
4/7 at 1:05 p.m.
4/8 at 7:05 p.m.
4/9 at 5 p.m.
SF vs.
St. Louis Cardinals
4/10 at 1 p.m.
4/11 at 1.05 p.m.
4/12 at 1.05 p.m.
4/13 at 1 05 p.m.
SF vs.
San Diego Padres
4/14 at 7:05 p.m.
4/15 at 735 p.m.
Juts Ribl

Benji Simonton whips the bat attempting to drive home runners on
second and third on Saturday. Simonton got a hit in the Giants 10-5
Nathan said. "I didn’t know
where my pitch count was."
Leadoff hitter Michael Byas
provided the biggest spark on
offense, as well as a spectacular
play in center field late in the
game to stop a potential High
Desert rally.
At the plate, he went 2-tiir-3.
opening the game with an infield
hit and doubling into left center
field in the fifth inning. He also
drove in a run with a sacrifice fly
in the third inning.
But it was a catch he made in
the eighth inning that wowed
the crowd.
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With San Jose holding a 3-1
lead, High Desert had a man on
first base with one out. Byas
chased down a drive into left
center field, stretching out his
body while racing full speed to
make the catch.
"He made a very nice play."
Turner said. "That ball has double written all over it. We’ve only
got one out, maybe a man on second and one run in," Turner said,
referring to the possibilities if
Byas didn’t make the catch.
After the game, players in the
clubhouse were upbeat.
"We’re feeling good and feel -
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CENTURY GRAPHICS

[408) 988-3351
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San Jose Giants vs. High
Desert Mavericks at
Municipal Stadium
4/9 at 7:15 p.m.
4/10 at 7.15 p.m
4/11 at 5 p.m.

win. San Jose dropped the home opener against the High Desert
Mavericks, but bounced back to win the final three games.
ing confident," Nathan said. "It’s
looking pretty good for us."
San Jose defeated High
Desert Saturday 10-5. San Jose
second baseman Travis Young
went 3-for-4 and scored three
runs.
The Giants posted an 8-1 victory on Friday in seven innings,
with Young going 3 -for-5 at the
plate and designated hitter Juan
Dilone going 2-for-4 with three
RBIs.
"We’ve been producing runs
from top to bottom." Turner said.
"Everybody’s been pitching in. If

you can have a lineup who can
contribute. it’s going to soften
the blow when guys struggle."
Byas, who has scored five
runs in the first four games, was
pleased with the good start.
Overall, we played pretty
well." Byas said. retiTring to the
four-game series. "We got a lot of
ability. We’ve glut some guys that
can swing it and guys that can
play det.ense.
’I think once WI’ get it all
together, we’re going to be a pretty good team -

Soccer
San Jose Clash

vs.
Chicago Fire at Stanford
Stadium
4/5 at 2 p.m.
The Sporting Life appears
weekly.

Graduatipn
Accelerati n
Savvy SJSU students have
learned that
Summer Session
units help them

graduate up to

two years earlier.
Earn up to 12 units in 12 weeks
Classes Start May 26,
June 15, July 6, July 27, 1998
Free Schedules Available Now

Gold Rings Starting at

$249
A RT(A RV E

COLLEGE JEWELRY

March 31- April 10
from 10 am to 3 pm
at the Spartan Bookstore
"Free Ring Giveaway during Grad Fair See Representatives for details."

SJSU Continuing Education. ADM 103
Spartan Bookstore
Parking Garage Stairwells
Student Resource Center
Clark and Wahlquist North Lobbies
Student Union Information Center
Call 408-924 2630 or
Email info@conted sjsu edu or
http //conted sjsu edu or
info sjsu edu
r
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Taut triceps:
Cutting flab
from arms
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Continued from page 1
,lost professors in Taiwanese
universities encourage immediate reaction and discussion during lectures. but there are still
some traditional professors who
don’t encourage it,l’ang said
rtieill said a teachcr will sce
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Global: Cultural differences hamper learning
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strokes It can help you control
"t’ujo" on ;I It ,11 by enhancing your pulling technique It
also aids in martial arts and
self-detimse -- again, agood
thing to know :is a presidential intern
A veak triceps muscle can
point
compromise your
and eventually Mad to mom.
in conjuncYour triceps an
tion \ it Ii the slinulder,. chest
v,rists and Mrearnis To optimize your movement, it is
important to keep them strong
and flexible
Tight triceps coin give you a
much -needed ,.41. 1,1 vi.11r
sports performance It may
also keep your naint out of t ht
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that a particular student dorsiit
intcract with ’Elio teacher during

\Vilt.11 encouraged.
The teacher may not know it is a
sign ot di,respect in that student’s culture to interrupt an
instructor during class
Another
some international students don’t raise questions in class. McKenzie said, is
they don’t know the proper way
Di address the instructor. For
these students it is rude to
.oldress sonumni, improperly or
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on a negative note for a student
front such cultures, according to
McKenzie.
Bottega said another cultural
difference is the perception of
time and the amount of time.
The amount of time that should
he allotted far responses can diffrr greatly from one culture to
another.
She said in America a threesecond response time to a question is expected but, in other cultures, more time is necessary for
proper reflection on the question
and a careful answer.
Bottega told the professors
she will wait as long as it takes
for her international students to
respond during the first week of
her classes. She said it takes a

lot of time but students are more
interactive afterward.
Some language problems students have include professors
speaking too rapidly during lecture and using slang and idioms
unfamiliar to students, according to O’Neill and McKenzie.
Associate Professor in the
Division of Technology Samuel
Obi, who is from Africa, agreed.
"I’ve spoken English for 20
years but when I came to
America, there were some
instructors I could not understand," Obi said.
Any department on campus
can contact O’Neill at 924-2669
to schedule the workshop.
Managing the global classroom
workshop

VTA: Students venture outside class confines
Continued from page 1
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group then had to introdtice a
member of its chosen government body to the class.
The, team introduced Powers
to the class ’Mbar said Powers
explained "I’A’s operation to the
class and was very helpful.
The other four local agencies
researched by class teams were
the Santa I’bra County Board of
Supervisors. the Sall JUSC (.1lN’
Cral/Wil.thi. Santa Clara County
Wat or District and the San
Francisco Bay Arca Nletropolitan
Transportation
Commission.

Diridl in said. Each group had II)

meet with the members of their
chosen government agency and
get their proposal on a meeting
agenda, Diridon said.
"They really understand now
hi IV to make a proposal to a policy organization," he said.
to
recommendation
The
increase the marketing of mass
transit opportunties was a good
one, acciimling to Diridon; however, he understands there are
inherent problems with its
implementation.
"I ’nfiirtunately 1111111Vy is till
dear to all the-; organizations

that they spend what little they
have on the product and sometimes don’t let the public know
the product’s there," Diridon
said.
His students said they found
the class provided them with
valuable experience.
"The best thing about the
class is going outside the classroom to learn which gives us
hands-on experience to help us
start our careers," said Jennifer
Phillips. one of the four team
members.

Memorial lecture enters sixth year
IS,

’Granny Muscles’ Begone
Below are some exercises to strengthen your triceps

incorrectly. so they are hesitant
to ask questions, McKenzie said.
She suggested professors tell
their students how to address
them and the acceptable methods cif classrotim participation on
the first day of class to avoid this
possible barrier to communication, especially if class participation is part of their grading criteria. The green sheet (class syllabus) can be used at the beginning of the semester to make
clear %vital participation means
to that instructor, she said.
However, in some cultures it
is insulting to be handed something with only one hand by
another person. McKenzie said.
If the professor 1,s this with
Ow green sheet. II, -l;iss starts
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MIture and Education." until the
"Proceedings of the Philosophy
of Education Society Glass has two master’s
degrees in philosophy find general studies.
The memorial land was set up
as a scholarship fund and is
designed to advance two purposes: first to support the annual
Francis T. Villimmin Memorial
Lecture and second to provide
scholarships to worthy students
who have displayed a commitment to democratic principli.s It
supports the ideas of the
er,
’Vt’e have tried Iii Illakl the
Francis T Villemilin :Memorial
Lecture a significant cultural
tradition for the liti- of the

ING
RICAL ENGINEERING

College of Education mid the
larger 54.51’ community," Katz
said.
Am uniting to Katz. the scholarship fend was named after
Villemain because he devoted
his lift. to teaching democracy,
bilingualism and aesthetics.
In 1975, ’illemain joined
5.151. as the Dean of the College
of Education. Hi; also served on
the Niitional Advisory Council
on Bilingual Education in the
1980s. Ile was also the Munding
member of the journal "Studies
in Philosophy mid Education"
along with being the editor.
"I would only hope that someone would honor MO with a similar event after I have retired
from dean," SJS1’ Dean Doris

Escobar said.
The event is intended to
spark discussion fin a wide variety of topics.
"It’s an opportunity for students, biculty anti the community at large to engage in a scholarly talk on a very pertinent and
important topic, democracy, citizens and ethics and how education provides a context to explore
those themes," College of
Education Dr. Lou Demi said.
A catered reception Mr invited guests :it the University Club
will follow the lecture.
The lecture series "Education
and the Ethics of Democractic
Citizenship" is from 7-6 p.m.
Tuesday in the Engineering
Building Auditorium, IblOrn 189.

E
C
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SICS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. BUSINESS ANALYSIS
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Correction
In Friday’s issue of the Spartan
information
incorrect
Daily,
appeared regarding current
Associated Students President
Jeff Batuhan The following statement appeared’ "He will serve as
a presidential intern to President
Robert Caret, continue as an
SJSU cheerleader and serve as
the president of his fraternity,
Sigma Chi" Batuhan has since
informed the Spartan Daily that
these are all things he intends to
try out for, they are not positions
he already holds. The Spartan
Daily apologizes for the error.
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TAKE TECHNOLOGY

111141071
something is too extreme for words, its to the Nth degree And that’s the
level of technology youll experience at Raytheon.
When

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four maior technological giants Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raytheon (-Systems. Raytheon Ti Systems and Hughes Aircraft
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit And
we re looking for engineers who want to push the envelope Break new ground
make their mark
At Raytheon, you’ll take technology and your career to the highest possible
level You’ll take it la the Nth
We have a lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the
exciting opportunities we have available Plan on visiting our booth at your
college career fair If you are unable to attend the fair then check out our web
site at www raylobs corn and please send your resume to Raytheon Staffing,
PO Box 655 474, MS -201, Dallas, TX 75265

Internet www rayiobs corn E-mail resome,iloyroly, corn
nitizenship may be required We are on equal opportunity

employer

Raytheon
EXPECT GREAT THINGS

CLASSIFIED

Monday, April 6, 1998

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there sny guarainee
led. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and ollerIngs are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
SWIM TEACHERS -WSI preferred
Spring/Summer. Full/Part-Time
AM/PM positions available.
Apply at AVAC -5400 Camden As.
Si, or contact 408/267-4032.
Now Interviewing!!!! Call Today!!!
WANTED: BAR STAFF BIG UL’S
P/T, Flexible Fn & Sat, 5-11pm.
Fun atmosphere! Looking for
people with positive attitudes!
Call 408-295-7464.
SUMMER JOBS
For Teachers & Aides
Palo Alto School Distnct
Child Development Centers.
Excellent Pay.
Regular & Substitute Positions
Available. For information, call
654856-0876.
ROUND TABLE PIZZA Willow
Glen. Now hiring Customer
Service & Drivers. Flexible days
& hours, P/T or F/T. Apply in
person: 1175 Lincoln Ave. Cross
street Willow. Ask for Chuck.
GROCERY
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is
accepting applications for part.
time employment in the San Jose
8, Mtpitas area. *We have immediate
openings for meat clerks, courtesy
clerks (baggers) and bakery/deli
clerks. Experience in a retail
environment is a plus. We are
seeking fnendly, customer service
oriented individuals. Please see
store director at 3251 So. White
Road, San Jose or at 215W.
Calaveras, Milpitas. Save Mart
Supermarkets is an equal oppor
tunay employer. We do preemployment drugtesting

SPEAK FRENCH Work in Provence
Help a family and their 12 year old
for 3-4 weeks in July, cooking,
cleaning, errands. Must be at
least 21, have drivers license,
swim & speak French confidently.
Call 1415-771-2537.

MALE BABYSITTER WANTED for
5 year old boy. 3 afternoons/wk.
approx. 8 hrs/wk. Must have car,
be patient & like chtldren. $10/hr.
Call 408/379A220.
A GREAT SUMMER JOB!
Campbell Recreation Day Camps
Hiring Now. Call 866-2105
to receive info & application
JAMBA JUICE in Santa Clara is
looking for fun, energetic, mature
people with a sense of urgency.
Morning. afternoon & night shifts
available. Will work with school
schedule. Competitive wages Call
Karen or Ellen 408-450 7990 or
stop by the store @3119 Mission
College Blvd la the Santa Clara
Mercado.
TEACHERS Fun, Exciting, Developmental?
We need you on our team
PT or Sub. Benefits. 2474510.
CASHIERS & STOCKERS PT/FT
Flexible hours, 5 min from SJSU
Central Cash 8, Carty
Call Gene fib 9752480. M/F 94
CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS
Earn to $2,000/month. Free wand
travel (Europe, Caribbean. etc.)
Get the 111 source! Ring. 19191
933 1939 ext. C238

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
one on one in company car. Good
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad,
Clean DMV. No Criminal Record.
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
999W. San Carlos St. 971,7557.
www.deluxedriving.com

GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
& kennel. PT, afternoons, Tues.Sat. Must be reliable, honest,
able to do physical work. Exp.
working w/dogs pref, but will
train. Great oppty for dog lover! AIR FORCE ENGINEERING
$6.50 hr. FAX resume w/cover *COMPUTER SCIENCE
*PHYSICS
letter to: 408-3776109 or call
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
371.9115,
METEOROLOGY
*ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE Technician
Two positions available. Starting The Air Force is seeking qualified
$8.00 per hour. Work Study Only. technical specialists to assume
Contact the Student Union Director’s immediate responsibilities. As an
Air Force professional you can
Office, 9am 5pm, 924-6310,
enjoy great pay and benefits - with
RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY for 30 days of vacation with pay per
Periodontics office. Bilingual req. year and opportunities to advance.
Fluent in English/Vietnamese. No If your’re the technical best, talk
experience req. PT to FT. Salary to the Air Force at 800 423 -USAF.
neg. Fat resume to 408-929-9063
or leave message for Vincent at NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work in the Great Outdoors.
1-800-525-5857 ext. 6009.
Forestry. Wildlife Preserves, ConCLERICAL PERM P/T 20 hours cessionaires. Firefighters & more.
week. Afternoon hours. Word & Competitive wages + benefits.
PC exper. Excl grammar & organi- Ask us how! 517 324-3110 ext.
zational skills. $8410/hour, per N60411.
exper. YMCA. Nis 2269627x37.
YEAR ROUND INFANT/TODDLER
& Preschool Programs looking for
PART-TIME HELP NEEDED
creative, energetic teachers and
Position available in Sunnyvale
Optometry office. Will train. Great substitutes. Available FT& PT am ar
pm hour positions. Excellent benefits.
Opportunity! 408/739-3588.
Come pin our team. Los Gatos Jcc,
GRAPHIC ARTIST Position avail- Holly1408) 358-3636 x 39. EOE.
able 20 hours a week. Contact
the Student Union Directors
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Office 9am - 5pm, 9246310.
Women ages 2129, healthy,
responsible. all nationalities.
Give the gift of life!
IVUNATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
now accepting applications for $3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at Bonus for Crxnese & Japaiese dances.
PLEASE CALL WWFC
617 N. 6th St. 998.9711.
800-314-9996
YMCA OF Santa Clam Valley now
hinng for summer camp staff & bus SWIM INSTRUCTORS/UFEGUARDS
drivers. We offer Day Camps. Travel Los Gatos Swim arid Racquet
Camps, Speciality Camps, Sports Club. Must have CPR. First Aide,
Camps & much more!!! Call the and Lifeguard training certificate.
YMCA near you for more information. WGI preferred for instructors.
Central (San Jose) 408-298.1717, Need experienced Children’s
Nortmest (Cupertino) 4082577160. Swim Team Asst. Coach. Apply in
Southwest (Saatoga) 408.3741877, person 14700 Oka Road. Los
South Valley (So. S1)408-2269622. Gatos. CA.1408)356 2136.

ECE STUDENTS: Join the teaching
team at our NAEYC accredited.
corporatesponsored, work site child
care i.enter at Good Sam Hospital!
Flexible schedules to work around
your class & study needs. ECE units
& expenence required. FAX resume LAW OFFICE - NEEDS COURIER
40E35592619 or cal 408-559-2453. We supply gas & car Must have
valid driver’s license. Part time
LIVE-IN W/ DISABLED ADULT. $7.00 per hour. Call 244 4200.
Rent for staying overnights +
providing minimal assistance. RETAIL- MALM LUGGAGE in
Call Greater Opportunities. Valley Fair Mall now hiring. Asst.
manager and P/T sales. Flexible
248 4464.
hours. Great atmosphere. Call
HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATION Cindy @ 2447370 or stop by!
seeks positive helpful individual
for temp member services rep PART-TIME WORKER wanted for
position. CA Hc4ky P4082783153 a tableware store inside of Yaohan
Plaza (Saratoga & Moorpark).
GREATER OPPORTUNMES is hiring Japanese speaker preferred, Call
ILS Instructors to teach ILS to DD 408.2538185 for details.
adults. Flexible hrs. Gain great
counseling expenence. 248-4464. TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available Easy hours. Good
ELEC ENCIR IN TRAINING - must money. Ask for Mike. 261 1323.
be matonng in Der: Engineering &
be interested in power & energy. INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
For company near campus. Part Want to teach basic conversational
time, flex hours Into 282 1500. English in Japan. Taiwan & S.
Korea? Excellent earnings v ben&
CENTER FOR AUTISM
fits potential. Ask us howl 1517
Therapist position to work with 324-3123 ext. 160411
Autistic Children. BA/MA by 6/98
in Psychology, Child Development. NEED SOME EXTRA MONEY or
MFCC. etc. Own transportation. financial aid? Willing to work
flexible hours, various locations. flexible hours and make great
4052801112 or Fax acezad1113. money? ARTB is expanding and
needs you now. Don’t wait, call
now. Kim 360 1:170
Retail:
TAP PLASTICS
NOW HIRING
TELESALES GOLF $
Shop person to work with tools
$10 pa hou rerniinun bonuses
Si State Location
Part time position
Training provided
5 hour shift 3pm 8pm
Competitive
Contact James 408.2954810
Benefits
Great for Industrial Arts Majors
START NOW! $1800/trio PT.
Appy in person at:
25 hr/wk. Call NOW. 7364605.
TAP Plastics
Environmental Distributors
1212 The Alameda
San Jose
SECRETARY P/T 1:30-5:30 M -F
in downtown S.I. WP 5 1. DOS cop
EOE
helpful Fax resume to J. Laths at
SOUTH VALLEY FAMILY YMCA 286 7342
now hinng a Director for Summer
Day Camp. Working with kids VETERINARY ASSISTANT, reliable
entering Kindergarten Must be 21. person needed 25 32 hrs/week.
thru Aug Nancy. 408226.9622. some exp. helpful. 3746114 or
fax 374-6295.
SAVE ENVIRONMENT! EARN SSS
City H20 conservation program TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
needs U for public outreach. Earn Small World Schools has Part
up to 8250/day FT or PT. Work Time and Full Time, a in and
outdoors, car or bike req’d. Call p.m , permanent and summer
positions available. Units in CD.
227,5557 for appt.
ECE. Psych. Soc. or Rec required.
If you are interested in working
WORK FROM HOME
with a high quality child care
Growing International Company
Looking for motivated individuals company call 406-379-3200 x2L
$800$5,000/per mo. PT/FT
Request FREE Detail
Log onto: wswy.hbracont
Access Code 5315
WAITRESS WANTED Lunch Shift
Part time. Knowledge of Japanese
foods preferred. Good tips. 565
North 6th St. 51. 408/2899508.

HELP NEEDED TO CARE FOR
SPECIAL NEEDS YOUNG ADULT.
Salary negotiable. Live-in or out.
Requirements: Applicants must
have patience and a good heart.
Must be able to watch her in the
afternoon after school, 3 or 4
days per week until father gets
home. Also on weekends when
father is working. PREFER FEMALE
APPLICANTS!! For more info or an
interview, please call Allan at
4088106900 or 408.9236900.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
Flexible hours. Call 363.4182.
Immediate Openings Start Today!

NOW HIRING PAINTERS $6.50 $10.00/hour. Marketer up to
$15/hr. Call now! 408-939-3369.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
area. Full time/parthme openings.
Call today 1-650-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amen corps at the San Jose Conservation Corps. Seeking self-motivated
individuals to work with "at risk"
youth for year-long positions. High
School diploma required & ability
to get class B license. $6.25
hourly plus benefits. Full/Part-time.
Call Joe 408/283-7164. EOE.
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school -age child
care centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Santa Clara. Los Gatos & Milpitas.
Full &part-time positions available,
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elen)entary age
children. career advancement and
good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, Recreation, Psychology.
Sociology and/9 Physical Education.
Please call Beth Profio at 408291-8894 for more information
and locations.
STUDENT P4TERN to the President
Recruiting student leaders to work
10 hours per week for the Office
of Student Interns to the President.
Work as a liaison for SJSU
President Robert Caret attending
student organization meetings,
setting up student meetings with
the President. and forwarding
student concerns to the President.
Excellent verbal and written
communications skills needed,
computer literacy highly desirable.
Flexible hours. $8.00 per hour.
Deadline for Applications: Apnl 6.
1998 by 4:00pm in the President’s
Office, Tower Hall 206. Questions
or for more information. call
924-298).

ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small S1500 weekly potential mailing
handtools & light machining a our circulars. Free information.
plus. Other duties include light Call 410.783.8272.
office work, shipping & receiving.
Team player mentality a must.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
up to $600!monthi
Campbell, CA. Fax resume to:
Become a Sperm Donor.
408/370 5743.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 1(8 school Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
seeks responsible individuals for
Contact California Cryobank
extended daycare. P/T in the 1 650 324-1900. M F. 8-4:30,
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with VALET PARKING Local company
Children preferred. Please contact looking for people. Flexible
schedule PT FT. Earn $8 00 to
Cathy at 244 1968 x16.
$15 per hour 867 7275
ATTENTION
Education and Science Moors
ACTEN DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
PLUS seeking FT & P/T Teachers
1510014141g for enthusiast,.
and Aides Substitute positions
instructors for our afterymool
are also available that offer flee
Science Clubs & Summer Camps. hie hours. ECE units preferred but
K 6th Grade. Will Train.
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 244 1968 x16.
$15/hr.
To Apply Please Call
1.800213 9796
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
PiT Elementary Schools.
Degree or Credential NOT Reg u rat.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem, sc.hool age rec. program. Opportunity for Tixacrag boater ice.
P/T from 2 6pria M F during the
Need Car
school year Snow P/T morning Voce Mal: 14081287 4170 ext. 408
positions available from approx.
EOE, ME
7am ham. F T during summer day
camp prog Xlnt salary. no ECE
BICYCLE MESSENGER
units req. Los Gatos Saratoga Rec
Part time, FleXibie Hours
Dept. Call Janet at 354 8700 x223
550 Hiring Bonus’
Great for Students!
INot available school year? Call for
summer ertieloy lifeguards, camp Serving Downtown San Jo se
Inner City Express
leaders, pert. & cultural arts camel
22W Saint John St San .10se
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits World Travel DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Ask us how’ 517 324 3090 ext Thinking about a ,..areer working
C60411
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
TEACHERS high quality. licensed now hiring for school age i.ltvd
drop in childcare centers for 2 12 care Lrenters in San lose. Cupertino,
year olds.
Santa Clara. Los Gatos & Milpitas
Flex PT/FT positions
Full &part rano positions av.kiable,
hours flexible around school Fun
Days. Eve. Weekends
staff teams. great experierii
Mtn 6 ECE required
Team environment
in working with elementary age
enierit arid
children, ,Jireer
Benefits available
good training ontioitimities
Call Corp Office 261)7929.
Teachers require illiminiurn 1) units
STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS in ECE, Recreation. P,vi holog).
for Autistic girl. $12, hour. more Srviology andtz Physr .ii Film, ation
for experience. Paid trairnryi, Pad Please call Beth Prritii, ii 408
time all eriloons &
291 8894 urn 1114,1,4 110.4,44 iiion
Please . aii .11)8/9468211
iind locations

l’ag,t I

SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. AU shifts.
We pay OfT after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call 4082865880 orapAin pason
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
555 D Mendian Ave. 51.

SERVICES

COMPUTERS ETC.

SHARED HOUSING

OUICKRESUME SERVICE
You need an exceptional resume
to set yourself apart from other
students because exceptional
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
Differentiation is the key. We, at
tailor make your
QUICKRESUME
RENAISSANCE
COMPUTER
We buy, sell & trade computers. professional resume according to
486, Pentium. Mac, & Notebooks. your background, education, work
Refuro’d equipment is warrantied. experience, & your field of expertise.
5263 Prospect Rd. Si. betw Hwy A good resume will put your career
on the right track. Rate - $19.95.
85 & 280 near Lawrence Expy.
you get a resume as a Microsoft
408-673-8070
WORD document on a disk & five
printed copies of your resume on
STUDENT SPECIALS!!
paper. Fax service available.
quality
12
Ran,
486SL25.
Compaq (used)
Please call (408) 365-3544,
540 HD, Mouse, modem,
evenings: 4pm-10pm.
free email, Mono. Win 95,
MS Office 95 Std $275
"TAX PREPARATION487-3203*
Acer (New) 200MHZ MMX.
R.D. Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy.
16MG/ 1Gig HD, KB, Mouse,
Schedule your appointment.
CD-Rom. Sound Card, Win 95,
Day- Evening. Weekend
MS Office 95 Std., 56K Modem
ComputenzedLicensedBonded
14" Monitor wispeakers $599.
!Wax Group, Inc.
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
1725 Little Orchard Suite C
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
San Jose. 408/2718600.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
TUTORING
Dave Bolink at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
ENGUSH TUTOR
Speaking. Writing & Editing
Experienced with the needs
SPORTS/THRILLS
of Foreign Students
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
DONT BE A VICTIM!!! Fepper
Call Jessica (408) 978-8034.
Spray Jogging weights for active
people. Use against rapists. muggers & vicious dogs Catalogs
INSURANCE
avail. 15111. 5011, discounts. Call
800-484-6383 x 0612 Dept SJ.
STUDENT Al170 INSURANCE
Auto Insurance
LOW RATES
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Them is nothing compared to
51?22’s on the Same Day
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Hiring Now Bilingual
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
(English ’Spanish)
SJSU student owned & operated.
P1-fl: 408.247-3734
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
FAx 408-247 5417
1-510-634-7575.

MAC CLASSIC 11 (4/40)
NICE SINGLE ROOM FOR RENT
now! next to SJSU, 460S. 10th St. 14,4 modem, software, padded
Only $450 Dennis: 408-292-9681. case, dust owes, killer mouse pad.
Only $200. Call Aaron @ home:
2936607 or page: 308-6632.

RENTAL HOUSING

2 BDRM/2 BATH, large newly
remodeled. Garage parking under
bldg. Washer/dryer in bldg.
$1325/mo + dep. 388-0091 or
4450911.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS"
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales. Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Call 408/942.8866
or fax to 408/942.8260
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at C :at Lake Ave.

2 BDRM. APARTMENT- $950/MO.
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
14081 295 6893.

SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
Will train
Abcom Private Security
408-247-4827

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable,
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995$1045/mo.
Call 288-9157

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9ana9pm. Downtown
near light rail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly 5$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Confidential.
Specialist.
1990 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER 4WD Your own probe or disposable.
V6, Excellent Cond. $10.000 o.b.o. 335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
Mary Kay 374 8034

VEHICLES FOR SALE

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals Let us
MAC CLASSIC 11(4/401
permanently remove your
14.4 modem, software, padded
case, dust covers, killer mouse pad. unwanted hair. Back Chest - Up
Bikini Chin Tummy etc.
Only $200. Call Aaron @ home:
Students & faculty receive 1511,
2936607 or page: 308-6632.
discount, First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/30/98. Hair Today
AUTO INSURANCE
Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
TRAVEL
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Campus Insurance Service
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
Special Student Programs
(408) 379-3500.
EUROPE- SUMMER ’98
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN !
Serving SJSU for 20 year,
$249 (each way plus taxes;
557 ,/ri ro4i
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
Mexico/Caribb. $209 $249 R.,1’ LOSE WEIGHT FOR THE SUMMER
"Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers"
Safe and fast, all herbal. Free
HAWAII $119 o/w
.1,17.1. 4.4,14-r
DISCOUNTS
SPECIAL
consultation. 30 day money back.
CALL 800-834 9192
7.1220
c, a, 1
’Good Student" "Fan-iity Multi-car"
408/7923480.
http://www.airhitch.org
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
EVENTS
AUTO SERVICES
NO OBLIGATION
rlD(PLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOD?
Also open Saturdays 9-2
WADES DYNAMIC
Certain advertisements in
"Have questions?
AUTO BODY REPAIR
these columns may refer the
Cunous?
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
"Where quality is a must"
reader to specific telephone
Low Down Monthly Payments
Need a study break?
Specialiting in minor and
numbers or addresses for
"No Driver Refused
Make fnenns. have fun!
mid-size damage Free detailing
additional Information.
Cancelled
or
Rejected
.Free
delivery
*DINNER
&
DISCUSSION*
Free pick up
Classified readers should be
"Dui Suspended License
Even? Wednesday. 5:307,00pm
Free estimates Insurance Work
reminded that, when making
"Accidents ’T’ickets
Student Union, Pacheco Room
All makes & models
these further contacts, they
Immeekate SR Rings
t Except 3/11. 4/8 Montalvo Rrni
We accept: Visa. Master Card.
should requi.e complete
"Good Driver Discount
’ Everyone Welcome!
Discover & American Express
information bi,fore sending
Non,Owner Opecri
Episcopal Canterbury Community
Phn: 408.287 8337
money for goods or services.
"San- 8pm. Monday- Saturday
408 293 2401. ABLange@aol.com
440 N. First SI #120 San Jose
In addition, readers should
Fme Phone Ql.111I(444
httn anembers.ad.00m, EpiCcernal
carefully investigate all firms
Call Us NOY,
offering employment listings
(408) 241-5400
INSTRUCTION
MISSING SOMETHING?
orcoupons for discount
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
Need a spiritual boost?
vacations or merchandise.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now Need a hreol.", Try Out accepting students who wish to The Enlightenment Support Group
noPkt
excel in playing guitar or bass. All Ongoing Sundays 6
levels welcome- Beginning.
a? The Buoi. Cafe
Intermediate or Advanced Learn
3483 95S. Oa,
i4081978-803-1
any style Jan. Blues, Rock,
ir
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk. CaaqstaAil fvsynv & interder i01/Irr
Call Bill at 408 298 6124.
Others say. its aways new and v,i,.
"It supports me in my Info"
ARGENTINE TANGO Wednesdays "I get in contact with the real me."
Classes at Germania Restaurant 1 expenence wholeness "
261 N. 2nd St SJ Beg 7:00pm, Suggested Donation:
Ira 8.00 pm. Dancing 9.00.11:00. The pricfr you pay for a movie
CROSSWORD
$1045 w/student ID 408293 7934.

FOR SALE

Daily

POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachars Gurld Assn
Nabonal Sutuk, Assn
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LES),(11:S
Starting $20/hr
4i)8.241666:
,,inta Clara fry io/llt
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW

WORD PROCESSING
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO Pr PE??
Term oamrs, thesis, resumes.
group OrnjeCtSsetr I have a
typewriter to COnTiete yiur
applii.dtiOnS Ins r1119t1 1,1w sit1,101.rrti
15,11 tn,ini’,i.’ilmir yikir ’,Med

F.1 51,11,44 14441I,1441, Put.
Viii ,in
4
"AFFOROABLE& EXPERIENCED"

OPPORTUNITIES

,rrrrri. {44 rrr 44.

AMAZING CATALOG uno,i
products Make gin ,tf,00,,,v,
.1W.
easy. Avoid niAls
home Request vi it,r 44440.
Carl 408. 265 25i 18 tor r’

FUNDRAISING
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1
5
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16

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Jai
Oxidizes
ExerriSe CyStern

Formal attire
Many times
a
once
midnight
17 Sleeping
18 Sherlock
Holmes creator
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CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL

RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
Fundraising opporturnhes
aallarrie Nr)firr,inii dl ohligdtion
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DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES :01(

1: r

’Li. 408-924-3277
11 (I,’ .’

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
JULIJUJJLILIJUQUI1-1111-11-1[JLIULI...f..11,JULIU-11111
[a:L1C1JJ1JULIJJ[Jr.-.11LIJILILILILILILIJLILIJILILIL1JUI
UCILILILILIJaaLILILILLILILIULIJUULT3LILIULILULI
LILILILILILILLILILILILIULJULJULIJLILILLILILILILILIJL11
Nan*.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Day
Days
3 lines
$7
$5
4 lines
$e
$6
5 lines
$7
$9
6 lines
$10
$6
$1 for each additional lone

Three
Days
$9
$10
511
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 cpaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-191ines $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

t Si 4

Please check /
one classil ication:
’,tare

‘rt 4.41r

Pri rip

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 109
III Deadline 10 OOa m two weekdays before publication
MI All ads are prepaid IN No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive pi trim, ations dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found"’
Volunteers’
For Saie’
Autos Fun Sao*
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health-Beauty"
SportsThnlls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tolonng’
Word Processng
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person

in 0BH209. between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a

service to the campus community.
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Monday, April 6, 1998

Art symposium draws people from CSU campuses
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Parrot’. paper at one tune
made it into
%soul(’ !lase
an Art
:Marilyn
\Vvroaniii art lust cr prof, issor

I hr paper was based on a
\’e:tern African tribe whose
Millets camp ;Mold after
plct tin. brought over
liv Europeans
This depiction of an Indian
woman with a snake al it ruin hi W ,11:11it. around her head
’wraith. a prticious object of worship to the tribe. iiccording to
I iii mav.
1.11,t liad previously seen figitn head--; of mermaids on visiting ships anti thought id them as

Afri(.iiii religion- art it
very Itqtle Jam’, ".
Situ 1)11.gil
ttir hit
ilhicit inatti,r

Tiw ind,
iviiiliitils pidunt.
hori i strong riiseniblance to the
cc,cItliev chrisrivered
tened her NI Hirt Watt Nlictlit-r
ivitter. and a religion hased ciii
ii
her siiirship hi

Gazaway said that taking elements from the Europeans, who
were often idolized and turning
them into their own objects of’
venerat ant was a common practice among many groups.
Rebecca Bedrossian, preaiHistory
the
Art
dent
of
Gazaway’s
said
Association.
paper. among others, was one
reason she liked the symposium.
enj(cy hearing abinit subjects I know nothing
nsaid.
aissordeBtuoba
(Iraduate student Lanti Ti ber
appreciated the fact that the art
history papers came front all
over the state.
ns way we Inive it good idea
of what’s happening at places
outside (it SJSU.- Totter said.

Daylight -savings

Showcase:
Coincides
with bazaar

ignites brawl

Continued from page 1
ii -ti si,iis helpful. ;toil the food was excel It -tit
liecaose the showcase coincided with the
hiti-rmitional Food l3ai,.uat’ a univirsity
Ilepart mem and organizut ion fundraiser.
the visiting group had a variety of mi ii tic

Ken Ternate, far right, gives visters

Spartan

Showcase a tour of the San Jose State University
campus. Ternate Is pointing towards Hugh Gillis

Hall, explaining that KSJS does its broadcast in the
Lisdircq An estimated 3.000 people participated
the event

came
who
everyone
Not
Saturday was a learned art history bun.
Will Clua, an engineering
student who happened to be on
campus, f011owed the yellow
the
to
markers
directional
Engineering Building where the
event was held.
peeking in, hiIftsitiultly
asked if’ it wits all right to enter.
Since he had never taen to an
art symposium heft ire, Chen said
he wanted to seizt the opplirtunity as a way to open his mind to
something outside of engineering.
presented
students
Nine
papers and slides during the
day-long event.

choose from
Aci.ordiiitt to Liz Pak. jir(sicltrit of the
Korean Stiiiit.nt Assiiviat11111. the eXtrit icicc
pI t
Ciii111)11, /11.11)ell 1111c LIIII/S hiicithi. tc.a
to raise money.
spec-tall
hiring
According to ’,..111/111/r11111.1. Noah Voting.
who wis responsible fiir thr aiultii visual
tires, Tit anon at the registration. the shimgood waY tic lining ccii pm -cif& tic
lik(
an idea of vlitit it
the campus to
shiaved the students that
"But they
cii -c.tiAs
lf hut
Yttint;.! -oil
ss,trittd it,
ss.1131
really like, they
the goy that struggles too."

ATHENS, Ohio (AP) -For the second year in a
row, a rowdy crowd confronted police in this colliTe town Sunday as bars
cIi sed early for the switch
to daylight -savings time.
2,000
An
(stimated
people gathered outside
downtown bars that cater
tic Ohio University students before the bars
started closing at 2 a.m.,
half an hour earlier than
usual becaust of the time
change, authorities said.
Police dressed in riot
fired rubber and
liar
projectiles into
Wimden
the erciWd when people
started throwing bottles.
chunks of pavement and
coms.
rubber
didn’t
’Tlu
wiirk anti the kills W(cil
il(nlany enticing us to unit them.- Athens County
Sheriff Have Redecker
said "VVe then moved in

to the wooden tines. I’m
stint those knee knockers
took some toll No civilians reported
injuries, he said.
Police eventually disIt
persed the crnwd
liati ills,
live- officers soft., -red
minor injuries itnd at least
3(1 peitph. were arristed.
t.tuthordies said. One st-ar
earlier, the same time
change stnt about 1.000
people int() the strt.ets.
Forty-seven people were
am.sted. :34 of them students.
think the students
are trying to start a new
tradition.- Redecker said.
"This incident was much
more violent than last
year, which doesn’t give us
much hope for next year Those arrested faced
frnm
ranging
charges
assault to disorderly conduct by intoxication.

GRAD FAIR APRIL 6TH - 8TH

9 am - 5pm
Bachelors

What’s Available:

Calendar Of Events

April 1

NO Fooling, The load
Center opened at Spartan
Bookstore

Apo! 6 8

Grad Fair at Spartan
Bookstore, lower level

Aprtl 17

Honor’s Convocation

May I

Last day to order your
personalized stationery
items in time for
Commencement

Announcements
Personalized
r.eneric
Thank You Notes

Certificates of Appreciation
,,11.,d

Return Labels
Personalized
Note Cards
cirineric
Etiquette Seals
Souvenir Announcement Covers
Diploma Frames
, vc1 cAlcccc

A111,11,4

t,.

Caps - Sold only in black One size fits all.
Gowns - Chosen according to your height Only asailahle in
k and in two inch increments Lengths start at 4’i (1’ and
rin up to 70.
Tassels - Yiccr iiISLel color is already determined and
ciarelionds to the college it your conferred degree
See chart on the right ’Tassels are wom on the len side of ilie
.ap and are tact .hed 1r1 he right side alter the
of your degree, during the commencement
in,’

lilt

Masters
hri,Lcit

M,ly 23

Caps - Sold only in black One cure fits all
Gowns - Chosen according to your height Only inailahle in
Slat k ;ind in into inch increments. Lengths stan at 410- and
go up to 7’0"
Hoods Your hood color is already determined and corresponds to the college of your conferred degree See chart
below, The hood lining will represent the colors of SUSI! and
tIce set t. et trim color will represent the college of !,our confer -

Commencement
Ceremony begins at 9 30
a m. at Spartan Stadium.

Special Note:
ii
Class nrigs are available throughout the entire -terng,ter hs
using the ArtCarsed phone ordering system 11 WM/
An ArtCarsed representanse. Carol Katinarek all Sc in
Spartan Bookstore through April Irrth Please ac -ph) utc)tttte
to pick-up a 1",rrx, hure and the ordering information A ,1
about spes cal sale prices

Cap

&Tree
Tassels All master’s tassels are black

BROUGHT TO YOU BY SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Honors Medallions
I ntlergr,ttlit.ttes Ailo are graduating Nith Great Distinction’
Distinction." may pick up a special honors medallion at
the Graduation Comer 111 Spartan Bookstore The medallion is
,,i..i.limentary and may he %stun during the u erCIUOIlles A list of
students graduating with honors will he released by Admissions
and Records near (he end of the semester

Also Note:
all he present at the ’,tadtilirl the 11.1Y
Commencernem fit
of the ceremctny They a ill hase ir,tilds and roses ass (this
for purchase

SpartanBookstore
A Division of Spartan Shops

Tassels
Masters
Humanities and the Arts
Education
Engineering
Applied Sciences and Arts
Business
Science
Social Work
Social Sciences

San
Black
White
Light Blue
Orange
Olive
Royal
Gold
Citron
Ivory

Jose

State
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Hotel De Anza

Jostens Academic
Regalia

The Original Bella
Mia Restaurant

University
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515U Alumni
Association

Hoods

.01
ArtCarved College Jewelry
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Southwest
Airlines

MIA
MA
MBA
MIS
NAPA, MSW, MUP
MPH
MS

Brown
White
Royal’
Yellow
Citron
Salmon
Gold

Grad Giveaway
Slop by the Grad Center at Spartan Bookstore starting April 1st for your chance to win tons of cool prim:, To qualify you need tin he a f -all ’97 or Spnng
graduate No purchase necessary, one entry per person. please I he winners will he chosen and announced On April 10th Complete rules and regulations will be posted in Spartan Bookstore Prires ti lude round-trip airline tickets, dinner giftcertificales, hotel accommodations. and much, much more
We see you there Good luck’
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